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Module Objectives

• The aim of this session is to introduce spectrum 
policy initiatives focussing on spectrum and 
infrastructure sharing and to provide examples
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Module Topics

• Spectrum Sharing

• Infrastructure Sharing

• MVNO’s
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Spectrum Policy Focus – Sharing can reduce costs
Impact of Spectrum Management on Mobile Broadband Network 
Costs
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Spectrum Sharing
• Typically involves one or more user sharing the same band or piece of 

spectrum for different applications (services) or using different technologies;
• When is spectrum sharing truly required; and, when does it make the most 

sense? When:
– sufficient demand exists for spectrum;
– congestion exists;
– the technical means exist to permit different users to coincide; 
– and other means for adjusting spectrum use and assignment have 

become burdensome and costly undermining the goals of economic and 
technical efficiency. 
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Spectrum Scarcity

• Significant blocks of 
spectrum are allocated 
for government use 
often for military and 
other ministry 
communications 
systems. Government 
holdings of spectrum 
approximate 50% of the 
spectrum below 15GHz.

• Independent Audit of 
Spectrum Holdings (the 
Cave Audit)
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4G-LTE will not Solve 3G Spectrum Problems

Source: http://money.cnn.com/2011/03/29/technology/4g_lte/index.htm

United States



Forecast Spectrum Deficit in Australia
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Options and Tools
• Administrative Policy and Authorization reform:

– liberalization of management rights;

– Flexibility on usage and technology; 

– Spectrum transfer – leasing, subleasing;

– Spectrum Pricing;

• Market-based methods such as trading;

• Technically enabled sharing – Ultra-wideband, spread 
spectrum techniques, smart antennas;

• Emerging technologies – Software defined and Cognitive 
Radio (agile radios), Dynamic Spectrum Access. 
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Striking a balance

Source: COMREG: Commission for Communication Regulation, 2007 10



Interference Management

• Interference cannot be eliminated entirely. There is an 
ongoing debate on which models or models support 
sharing under administrative, market-based or spectrum 
commons. 

– Test and trial licenses (ComReg)

– Spectrum Sharing Innovative Test Bed (FCC/NTIA initiative)
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Rationale for sharing

• Demand for higher bandwidth: costly fibre links between sites needed to support high density 
cell site

• Growing subscriber base: more cell sites to service exponential growth in wireless traffic 

• Emerging technology: High investment requirements for advanced technologies occuring more 
rapidly.

• Increased site rental costs: Real-estate costs and increased site rentals costs as many operators 
rollout service in urban or semi urban areas.

• Need for denser coverage due to spectrum constraints: Spectrum allocation criteria provide 
operators only 10 MHz spectrum for up to 2 million subscribers. Operators require denser 
tower locations to ensure minimum quality standards.

• Increased Regulatory and Planning costs: Longer approval processes and high permit fees to 
install new cell site.s

• Tower Restrictions: Urban planning ministries and municipal governments now place 
restrictions on new tower construction (based on health and environmental concerns)
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Reasons to be careful

• Infrastructure sharing it is crucial to not going too far:

– Loss of competition between players in areas such as coverage and 
innovation,

– Reduce competition in the wholesale market,

– Increased risks for collusion,

– Loss of differentiation.
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Different types of cooperation models can be 
used by mobile networks 

Source: ADL 2010

Scope of Cooperation: Options and Benefits
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• Operators share all access elements to point of connection with 
core network.

Advantages:

Radio Access Network Sharing

• Reduced Operating Expenditures 
(savings up to 20%1)

• Reduced site acquisition cost
• Reduced Capital Expenditures (site 

build, BTS, and backhaul)
• Reduced environmental/visual 

impact
• Ideal for low density rural areas 

where low traffic does not justify 
multiple investments by operators 
in infrastructure

1 – GSM Association, Infrastruture Sharing, Page 18



Different mobile infrastructure sharing 
options are being used
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International examples of mobile infrastructure sharing

Source: Booz Allen Hamilton based on press releases
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Network Sharing - MVNOs

• Initial and early on experience with MVNO’s (2G and 3G) was very 
mixed. Many ended in failure. Recent activity with MVNO’s using 
LTE/Smartphones has re-ignited broad interest. 

• MVNOs' are commercial dynamic and have unique skills in exploring 
new customers segments with beneficial purchasing opportunities 
for consumers. These include the following initiatives:
– unlimited SMS packages and the first ranges of packages without 

commitment 

– all-unlimited packages available to the general public 

– packages for frontier-dwellers and regular travellers 

– metered packages 

– tailor-made packages 
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Network Sharing – MVNO’s

• ARCEP’s view on the state of competition in wholesale and retail mobile markets in France in 
particular by examining wholesale prices in relation to the retail prices that network operators 
charge,  and provide market players and the regulator with recommendations on measures 
that could be taken to allow MVNOs to improve competition in the mobile telephony retail 
market. 

• ARCEP since tremendous developments in the mobile retail market for consumers and in the 
wholesale market for access and call origination on mobile telephone networks:

– the emergence of "éco" SIM only solutions in 2010, then of contract-free plans in 2011

– the launch of low-cost, subsidiary brand offers by incumbent carriers in 2010;

– the ubiquity of high-volume calling, SMS and data plans and the development of 
quadruple play solutions;

– the commercial launch of Free Mobile in January 2012, which was particularly significant 
for the simplicity of its plans, their pricing and the fact that subscriptions are never 
bundled with the handset. 
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Thank you
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